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Libraries launch new university research data repository 

We're helping researchers and students amplify their individual or cross-departmental work,
while taking our commitment to open to the next level.

ReDATA—a free research data repository that stores and shares datasets produced by
University of Arizona researchers—was recently launched by the Libraries' Office of Innovation
of Digital Innovation & Stewardship. 

October is American Archives
Month
Have you been thinking about organizing
your photos? Assistant Librarian and
Collections Management Archivist Lisa
Duncan has five tips to get you started.  

Read the five tips ►►► 

Upcoming exhibit
The Special Collections online exhibit,
Founding Mothers: From the Ballot Box to
the University, opens in November. 

The exhibit focuses on women in Arizona
and asks what strategies led to their
success in winning representation at the
ballot box and in the university.

Welcome our Health Sciences
Library Director
The University Libraries welcomes Janet
Crum, who was appointed Director of
the Health Sciences Library. 

Meet Janet ►►► 

Tucson Festival of Books event
features Press authors
We are thrilled that the Tucson Festival of
Books will feature Gary Paul
Nabhan and Francisco Cantú on their
online series, Authors In Conversation, on
November 18, 2020.

Gary and Francisco will be discussing a
new University of Arizona Press book, The
Nature of Desert Nature, of which Gary is
the editor and Francisco is a contributor. 

Event details ►►►
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